
The Holiday Show 

In this unit the children will be finding out about our     

responsibilities as tourists, and the impact that our choice 

of holiday and travel destination can have on the human 

and physical environment.  

The children will start off the unit focusing on the          

geography strand.  The children will start by finding out 

about what tourists look for in a holiday destination and 

will then look at a tourist attraction in our local area and 

about the role of the local tourist information centre.  

After that, they will then discover how maps can give us 

tourist information, learning how to create a map using 

symbols and keys. The children will also look at the       

impact of tourism on the local area as well as discussing 

the impact in different countries and cultures. Towards 

the end of the geography strand, they will explore the 

impact of tourism on the environment, how natural      

disasters affect tourism as well researching how we can      

create an eco-friendly, sustainable holiday resort.  Within 

history, the children will be finding out how to create a 

history tour of our local area/host country.  Later on in the 

unit of    learning, the children will evaluate what makes a 

good promotional campaign for a holiday as well as 

learning how to create their own marketing materials to 

sell a   holiday.  Within music, the children will be finding 

out about music from different countries around the 

world.  At the end of the unit, in the international lessons, 

the children will be finding out what makes a good    

global traveller and how to create a welcome pack for 

our school / local area.  

Striking and Fielding Games  

Within this unit, there will be a focus on rounders and 

cricket. The children will learn a range of skills which they 

will then apply to a rounders/cricket type game.  The 

children will develop skills such as: bowling underarm with 

accuracy; catching a ball when fielding; striking a ball 

with a bat, throwing a ball overarm when fielding. 

 

Competition 

The children during this unit will show a change of speed 

and direction when picking up a ball. They were also 

learn how to pass a ball with accuracy and speed. By 

the end of the unit children will recognise and roles and 

responsibilities within different formations when playing as 

a team.  

As part of our music provision, Bolton Music Service will be 

teaching Year 5 how to play African drums. They will 

learn a range of African drumming techniques such as 

slap, tone and bass. 

Relationships 
Through this unit of work, the children build an accurate 

picture of who they are as a person in terms of their  

characteristics and personal qualities.  They will recognise 

how friendships change, know how to make new friends 

and how to manage a fall out with friends. They will     

understand where jealousy comes from and how to  

manage it. They will also understand that jealousy can 

sometimes cause fall outs with friends.  The children will 

also understand how to stay safe when using technology 

to communicate with friends. They will resist pressure to 

use technology in ways that may be risky or may cause 

harm to others.  

Our Vision is: To ensure lifelong learning for the whole 

community by building a better future together. 

Our Mission is: To build and maintain learning 

communities by developing passionate learners 

through personalised learning for a globally 

changing world. By nurturing each child’s faith 

journey, based on Christian values, we enable 

lifelong learning through promoting high standards, 

encouraging enquiring minds and valuing ourselves 

and others in our school community and beyond.  

Learning @ SSSJ inspires us to 

discover, explore and use our 

knowledge, skills and attitudes to 

develop ourselves as citizens of 

tomorrow.  

Class clinic 
Monday 3.15-3.30pm 

If you would like any further details about the 

curriculum or would like to talk about any other 

issues, please attend class clinic. 



Fiction—Stories from other cultures 
This unit explores structure using a story from another culture, 

Dragon Slayer, which is an adventure story set in China. The 

children will connect the story with their own experiences 

and understand the story’s cultural and geographical    

context and use this to help to visualise the setting. They will 

explore the obstacles the main character has to overcome 

and understand how a character’s own self image can   

differ from the perceptions of other characters and the 

reader.  At the end of the unit, the children will write a new 

adventure for Mai-Ling. 

Non-Chronological Reports 

During their Non-Chronological Report unit, the children will 

focus on 'a dragon spotters guide to the Chinese Lung 

dragon’. This will tie in with their stories from other cultures. 

The children will be reading ‘How to train a dragon series’ 

by Cressida Cowell. The focus of this unit will be on learning 

and applying the features of a non-chronological report 

such as the use of headings, subheadings, bullet points and 

introductory paragraphs.  

 

Within Guided Reading the children will be reading  Tales of 

Hidden Heroes.  

At the beginning of this term, the children will start off with  

their fractions unit in powers maths. They will begin by    

learning how to multiply fractions before moving on to    

calculate fractions of amounts and using fractions as      

operations. At the end of their fraction unit, they will apply 

what they have learnt to mixed word problems involving 

fractions.  

Later on in the term, the children will move on to the      

decimals and percentages unit, where they will first begin to 

learn how to write decimals. The children will move on to 

learning how to convert decimals to fractions and begin to 

understand thousandths and writing thousandths as a    

decimal number. In addition to this, they will begin to learn 

how to order and compare decimal numbers, moving on to 

rounding decimals to the nearest tenth and hundredth   

towards the end of the unit. At the end of the unit, the     

children will focus on understanding percentages and learn 

how percentages can be represented as fractions and 

decimals before learning about equivalences involving 

fractions, decimals and percentages.  

At the end of the half term the children will start their        

geometry – properties of shapes unit learning how angles 

are measured in degrees and estimating and comparing 

During worship time, the children will be reading and       

listening to different stories from the bible and reflecting on 

them. As well as this, the children will also discuss how the 

stories they hear link to the schools Christian values and   

personal learning goals. This is also a time where 

the children can reflect and share examples of 

when they or someone else they know has   

demonstrated these   values.

Bake It 
 

Within this unit of work, the children will learn all about 

science by making bread. The processes involved in 

making bread can teach us how molecules behave 

in different materials (solids, liquids and gases) and 

how these materials can be changed.  

 

Through science, the children will be finding out how 

live yeast grows, how carbon dioxide behaves and 

which solids dissolve in water.  The children will also 

find out about water vapour and evaporation as well 

as what happens when foods are heated.  The      

children will find out about properties of water, solids, 

liquids and gases.  They will use their knowledge of 

properties to group everyday materials.  

 

Within technology, the children 

will be finding out how to design 

and make a new brand of food. 

Towards the end of the unit, 

through the international strand, 

the children will begin to         

understand why bread is         

important for people all over the 

world.  
 

Kingdom of God - What kind of King is Jesus? 
In this unit, the children will start off by making connections 

between biblical texts and the Kingdom of God. They will 

look at the Lord’s Prayer focusing on the sentence            

beginning with ‘Your Kingdom come’ as well as other stories 

that start in a similar way, to explore ’What is the Kingdom 

of God’. They will make connections between the belief in 

the Kingdom of God and how Christians put their beliefs 

into practise in different ways, including in worship. Finally, 

the children will relate Christian teachings or beliefs about 

God’s Kingdom to the issues, problems and opportunities of 

their own lives and the life of their own community in the 

world today.

Information Technology  
Within this unit, the children will talk about the advantages/

disadvantages of using a computer. They will understand 

that there are multiple platforms and the differences       

between these i.e. Android/Windows/Apple. They will also 

be able to describe what a web address is and explain   

different domain names i.e. sch, gov, uk etc. The children 

will be able to explain ways in which the internet is useful 

identifying the most relevant results from a search engine.  

They will then skim read this information and summarise it.  

En vacances  

This term, the children will learn how to ask and say 

where they are going on holiday as well as expressing 

their own opinions about holidays. After this, the     

children will learn how to talk about what they are 

going to do on holiday in French and plans that they 

might have.


